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PREFACE 

 
On the occasion of 20th anniversary of the first experimental observation of the Leggett collective plasma oscillation in MgB2 

 

Before proceeding to the electron copy of the original publication 

from December 2002 [1] that was never available on-line, I want to 

sketch a general problem of Leggett collective plasma oscillation and 

make several remarks both about the nature of phenomena that was 

firstly observed by Prof. Yaroslav Georgievich Ponomarev in the 

spectra of tunneling contacts and published in the Mendeleev 

University bulletin [1] and on the history of our very first publications. 

Superconductivity in MgB2 was discovered occasionally in the 

end of 2000 [2]. Despite the strong boron isotope effect (observed in 

[3]) clearly points to the classical phonon nature of the pairing 

mechanism in MgB2, it becomes the first-ever-known two-gap 

superconductor (SC), which means that two types of the Cooper pairs 

having the distinct coupling energies (21 and 22) are developed in the 

SC state below Tc. These condensates are not totally independent: they 

weakly interact through interband coupling in the momentum space. 

This is somehow similar to the proximity effect between two SC in real 

space, but in the former case they induced their intrinsic properties to 

each other in every point of crystal in the momentum space (k-space). 

As a result, the SC order parameter of one of the condensates (j) being 

dependent both from his eigen properties (intraband coupling constant 

jj), as well as from the strength of the crossband coupling 12 or 21 

(see works by Moskalenko [4] and Suhl et al. (so-called SMW-model) 

[5] done independently back in 1959). Even been initially in the weak-

coupling limit of BCS theory (e.g. 11, 22 < 0.25 and having 

characteristic ratios 2eigen(0) / kBTc = 3.53), the variation of the 

coupling potential Vij in the intraband and crossband channels 

(Vintra  Vinter) leads to the 21(0) / kBTc > 3.53 > 22(0) / kBTc deviation 

(when 1 is the large SC gap) in case of an extension of the BCS theory 

for two bands (so-called two-band BCS). 

Why this compound having the simple chemical formula MgB2 

demonstrates the variety of sophisticated physics? One of the reasons is 

in its layered crystal structure and the complexity of the Fermi surfaces 

(at least a couple of 2D-hole barrels which are nearly orthogonal with 

two 3D electron and hole constructions [6–8]). The latter is in the 

contrast with the conventional SC materials (so-called BCS 

superconductors) having more or less isotropic crystal structure, 

conductivity and 3D-electron Fermi surfaces. In occasion of the SC 

state, Cooper pairs with the same properties (at least coupling energy 

2) are developed at any and all conductive bands of the classical SC 



due to the crossband (interband) mixing of momenta. While this 

classical phenomenon being one of the important consequence of the 

Philip W. Anderson theorem, the magnesium diboride breaks its 

concept down in case of the 2D Fermi surfaces, crystal structure 

anisotropy and weak interband interaction. More detailed formulation 

one can find in [9]. 

 

Anthony J. Leggett (you can see several intriguing notes on his 

biography and “Reflections on the past, present and future of condensed 

matter physics” in [10]) in his pioneer work [11] predicted that 

collective oscillation of a superconducting plasma, which are caused by 

small fluctuations of the phase difference between two superconducting 

condensates, develop in two-gap (and at least two-band) 

superconductors. Charge carriers can flow from one band another band 

creating a crossband AC current in the k-space having some 

characteristic frequency L(k). In his Nobel lecture [12] Leggett calls 

this type of the collective excitations as “a sort of internal Josephson 

effect”, since they are intrinsic to the superconductor, and think that he 

was inspired by the “P.W. Anderson’s elegant formulation of the theory 

of superfluidity in 4He in terms of conjugate number and phase 

variables”. He also remembered that in 1966 his theory “sank more or 

less without trace, in part because by the time it was published it had 

already become clear that the experimental evidence for the existence 

of two-band superconductors in nature was dubious” [12]. 

The main result of Anthony Leggett’s theory [11] is that the 

square of the oscillation frequency L(k) is determined by two terms: a 

sound-like (gapless) in-phase phonon mode that depends on k, and a 

massless term that slightly depends on large k and gives finite 

frequency 0 in the k  0 limit (here k – is the wave-vector). For this 

reason, L(0) = 0 may be called the out-of-phase exciton-type mode. It 

was shown that 0 does not directly depend on the Coulomb interaction 

and could be obtained even for a system of neutral particles [11]. 

Finally,  
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and valid in the limits of (a) T  0 strictly, (b) for small wave-vectors k, 

(c) in the low-energy limit (let say BCS weak-coupling constants 

ij < 0.25, while theoretical estimations [6] give 11  1, 22  0.3), (d) 

resulting Leggett plasma frequency 0 must correspond to the in-gap 

energies 0  22 < 21, so as not to be strongly damped by the 

quasiparticle continuum. 

This result was re-derived by Sharapov et al. [13] specially for 

MgB2. The numerical estimation made in [13] demonstrate the energy 

range 22(0) < 0 < 21(0) for the 0, contrary do the clause (d) 

limitations. Also note that a value of the exciton-type mode estimated 

for MgB2 in [13] is 0  1(0)+2(0).  

The latter raised a question on the possibility of the experimental 

observation of the Leggett mode, since it should be seriously damped. 

The limitation of 0 by the smallest SC gap value 22 (so-called 

softening of the Leggett mode or anticrossing with the gap edge) 

become a point of the theoretical discussions, for example, see Eq. 2 



and Fig. 3 in the work by Karakozov et al. [14]; see also Figs. 3,4 from 

[15]. In the latter paper Klimin et al. argue that “The low frequency 

expansion thus becomes inapplicable when the Leggett mode frequency 

approaches the range close to the pair-breaking continuum edge.” 

Slightly above this sentence it has been written: “[it] does not capture 

the interplay of the Leggett collective mode with the pair-breaking 

continuum edge and hence crosses the value  = 22 without any 

feature.” [15]. The same problem has been addressed in nice theoretical 

exercises of Arimitsu [16] (see Fig.1). 

What is the most important result of [11] for the experiment is the 

linear dependence of the 0
2 on the 1(0)2(0) product (in the low-

energy limit, and T  0) given by Eq.(1). The same direct scaling was 

obtained in the number of theoretical studies [14,17–19]. The direct 

proportionality 0
2 ~ 1(0)2(0) can be checked by the gaps j variation 

with doping in (Mg,Al)B2 and Mg(B,C)2 systems. From the other side, 

this verification can help to distinguish between 12 Leggett’s and 

threshold cross-gap (1+2)
2 dependencies of the 0

2.  

 

The story of the experimental discovery of Leggett collective 

mode started early in 2001, while the author of these notes began to 

work on his PhD thesis in Lomonosov MSU under the supervision of 

Prof. Ya.G. Ponomarev. His tunneling effects laboratory was developed 

in 1986 (as a consequence of the discovery of high-temperature SC 

cuprates). Ya.G. Ponomarev had extened classical “break-junction” 

tunneling setup of Moreland and Ekin [20] to be used with layered 

single crystals and realized the mechanically controlled planar “break-

junction” (MCP-BJ) technique to produce S-c-S (S – bulk 

superconductor, c – constriction) contacts in ab-plane [21,22] and bulk 

natural arrays S-c-S-c-...-c-S. MCP-BJ technique should be used to 

study namely layered superconductors materials, see also our brief 

review [23]. Sadly, Prof. Ponomarev passed away in December 2015 

after a severe and prolonged illness. 

Already in the January of 2001 we get samples of a newly 

discovered superconductor MgB2 made in the group of Prof. 

B.M. Bulychev from the Chemical faculty of Lomonosov Moscow 

State University (MSU). This occasion resulted in a change of the 

postgraduate work plan and its aim for the author. Our laboratory of 

tunneling effects has gone deep into the study of magnesium diboride 

electron properties. No one could guess at the time that we were dealing 

with the first two-gap (or two component) SC! Tunneling features of 

rather large amplitude at low bias region (caused by the small -gap) 

annoyingly entered the dI(V)/dV-curves, and for several months we 

tried to get rid of them, so that they did not “spoil” our spectra. 

In the beginning of the summer we have got new series of MgB2 

samples from the Chemical faculty of MSU made in high-pressure 

chamber by Bulychev, Burdina and Sevastyanova with the different 

level of a structural disorder, as well as samples with the special made 

admixture of Mg-oxide (up to ~10%) produced by the magnesium 

vaporization method by Krasnosvobodtsev and Varlashkin (Lebedev 

Physical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences). The latter samples 

had unprecedented properties: a width of the resistive transition to the 



SC state was as small as T  0.2 K (i.e. ~0.5% of Tc), and, in addition, 

they demonstrated unusually large -gap values and Tc's that reached 

39–41 K (compare it with the standard maximum Tc  38.5 K)! But that 

is another interesting topic not related to the Leggett mode. 

During summer of 2002, in the dynamic conductance spectra of 

planar tunnel contacts (in both regimes, low-transparent and low-

capacity Josephson SIS-contacts, and high-transparent semiballistic or 

diffusive Andreev SNS-contacts with incoherent transport and weak 

inelastic scattering [24–26]) based on MgB2, as well as MgB2 + MgO 

samples, Ya.G. Ponomarev discovered some reproducible additional 

fine structure corresponding to (a) the resonant excitation of some 

boson mode by the AC Josephson current in the range of energies that 

corresponds to small SC gap 2 for SIS-contacts (with the current 

deficiency), and (b) to the excess loss of energy (due to the multiple 

boson emission) by the so-called Andreev carriers (electrons involved 

in multiple Andreev reflections (MAR) [24–26]) in the bands with large 

gap 2 for the high-transparent SnS-contacts (with the excess current 

and so-called “foot” structure at low bias [24–26]). It is interesting to 

compare this phenomenon observed in MgB2 with the single or 

multiple spin-exciton resonant emission during MAR in SnS-contacts 

based on Fe-based SC of 1111 family (on the issue of the boson-mode) 

observed by us [27–29], see also the scheme of the emission process in 

Fig. 3 of [29]. 

Yaroslav Georgievich Ponomarev told us to search for the special 

looking fine structure at dI(V)/dV-spectra for observing its 

reproducibility in our tunneling break-junctions (note, only bulk 

properties or effects are reproducible in randomly shaped break-

junctions!) and for discovering its temperature dependence. He was the 

first man, who compares the characteristic energy of both additional 

peculiarities (fine structures) in Josephson and Andreev transport 

regimes (SIS- vs. SNS-contacts data, as well as data for the 

corresponding SISIS and SNSNS arrays), ties it together and 

understands the same Leggett mode nature of the both effects. 

During 2002 the reproducibility of these effects was observed a 

dozen times and more or less verified for MgB2 having the largest Tc  

35–40 K. For sure, the nature of the boson resonances found by Prof. 

Ponomarev required clarification, and we had to check it out. One of 

the most probable situations (both for transport and optical 

measurements) could be indirect tunneling of quasiparticles from the 

top of a valence band #1 to the bottom of a conductive band #2 (in this 

case they definitely change their band due to the inelastic process 

during tunneling). This should give something like threshold crossband 

excitation energy (+) ~ 8–11 meV value for MgB2 with a critical 

Tc ~ 34–38 K. 

Contrary to these expectations, we reproducibly observed the half 

of these values (4–5 meV) on the one hand, and on the other hand, the 

realization of the indirect (cross-gap) tunneling in our planar ScS 

contacts would definitely produce the (large amplitude) fundamental 

gap structure at eV = +, but not the additional fine-structure, as we 

have observed. Since that, we concluded in the Leggett mode nature of 

the resonances observed, and Prof. Ponomarev decided to make the 

experimental results public. 



The first results were published in the very end of 2002 in the 

"Bulletin of the Mendeleev University of Chemistry and Technology", 

see Ya.G. Ponomarev et al. [1]. The conference proceedings makes 

possible to quickly publish the results, which played a positive role, 

since the next paper on this issue was sent to an editorial office of a 

high-impact physical journal during the spring of 2003 [30], and its 

publication was continuously postponed by referees. Finally, in 

September 2003, the manuscript was readdressed to the editorial office 

of “Solid State Communications”, and was immediately accepted as a 

“hot topic publication”. It become available online in October 2003, but 

physically appears just in the 2nd issue in January 2004 [31], thus, 

formally, this led to the loss of two years, since the experimental 

discovery of the phenomenon predicted back in 1966. Note that the 

“arXiv:cond-mat” version [30] has color figures vs. black-and-white 

graphs in Solid State Communications [31]. 

 

It was very gratifying that Anthony J. Leggett referred to this 

work [31] in his Nobel lecture [12]. Aside from the pleasure to 

experimentally discover some new phenomena, we remained a little 

skeptical and curious, could this experimental resonant energy be 

driven something else than Leggett collective excitation? 

In result, we checked, how does this resonant energy L(0) vary 

with aluminum doping of Mg1−xAlxB2 and, correspondingly, its Tc? 

Since we can measure both bulk SC gaps (directly at T  0), thus, we 

checked the linear relationship between (momentum independent part 

of) the Leggett collective excitation energy squared and a product of the 

experimental values of the -gap and the -gap: 0
2 ~ (0)(0), 

according to the Leggett's equation (1) in the wide range of critical 

temperatures 10 K < Tc < 40.5 K. 

The result of this important experimental verification showed 

0
2    (at T = 4.2 K << Tc) and was firstly published in Fig. 6 of 

Ya.G. Ponomarev, et al., "Leggett's mode in Mg1−xAlxB2" [32], and 

several years later in Fig. 2 of [14], as well as in paragraph 4.2 of [33]. 

Unfortunately, so far, we can not find any experimental work done by 

optical methods, in which this energy 0 would be measured by the 

Raman response on doped MgB2 together with SC gaps j and Tc 

variation. This issue is still waiting to be checked by optical 

spectroscopy. 

 

Subjecting self-criticism to the work of Ponomarev's laboratory, 

in which I was fortunate enough to participate, I need to mention such a 

shortcoming as the lack of discussion on the Andreev bound states 

(ABS) influence on our SNS-contact spectra. The development of 

ABSs in “long” SNS junctions [25, 34–38] has generally the same 

physical origin as the quantum size effect in (normal) metallic films as 

a result of the superposition of incident and reflected electron waves 

[39], as well as the Tomasch size effect in SIS/N tunneling structures 

[40], in which low energy carriers (||  ) participate in the (single) 

Andreev reflection at the S/N-interface of the structure, reversing, 

among other parameters, the sign of their charge. This leads to 

interference of the incident electron and reflected hole waves in ‘S’ at a 



distance of the order of mean-free-path, resulting in a series of 

peculiarities formation in the local electron density of states (DOS). 

In case of SNS contact low energy carriers are involved in MAR 

process, being the ground state of this tunneling system, yet at eV  0 

bias voltage. They produce the single, several or even a comb of the 

nearly equidistant ABS inside the SC gap (i.e. in the “forbidden” range 

of energies), depending on a ratio of a metal layer width d to the SC 

coherence length 0 (see [41] for some details). Electrons and holes are 

prohibited from entering the energy range within the SC gap inside the 

SC, but not into the normal metal layer ‘N’. As the ratio d /0 is increase, 

more and more ABS appear inside the gap region, producing new 

maxima of local DOS, until a bunch of Andreev levels merge into a 

zone and the influence of the proximity of bulk ‘S’ to thin ‘N’ will stop. 

According to the theories of MAR effect [24–26] the most 

energetic is the first Andreev minima in dI(V)/dV-spectra of SNS 

contact (the so-called fundamental harmonic) that is biased at eV1 = 2. 

Consequently, any of the in-gap features, including ABS, have to 

appear at eV*
 < 2 [25]. Contrary to this, we have repeatedly observed 

extra features at energies large than 2, for example, see minima 

marked as “m=1”, “m=2”, “m=3” in Fig. 6 of [1,30], or the same in 

Fig. 5 of [31] (note that label “nL=1” points to 2 fundamental 

minima). These additional minima arise from the phenomena of the 

multiple boson emission by the Andreev carriers. The position (bias) of 

the m = 1,2,3… fine structure defined by (or from the point of view of 

the experimentalist, define) the trivial expression: eV1,m = 2 + m0 that 

demonstrates definitely overgap energies and leaving no chance to be 

originated from the comb of ABS. 

 

We thank P.I. Arseev and N.K. Fedorov for several short but 

fruitful discussions during 2010–2013, as well as A.V. Galaktionov for 

advices on the problem of ABS. 

 

S.A. Kuzmichev,  

December 2022 
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Fig. 1. A two-gap structure in normalized CVCs of  SIS contacts 

based on MgB2 (T = 4.2 K). 

Fig. 2. Two sets of SGS with L and S in normalized CVCs of 

Andreev contacts. 
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Fig. 3. Two-gap structure in the CVCs of MB2 break junctions 

in the tunneling regime (1, 1’) and Andreev regime (2). 

Fig.4.  S-structure in the CVCs of MB2 break junctions in the 

tunneling regime (1,1’) and Andreev regime (2,2’). 
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Fig. 5. Structure in the CVC of a SIS  MgB2 junction caused by 

generation of Leggett’s plasmons (T = 4.2 K, E0 = 4 meV). 

 

Fig. 6. Subharmonic gap structure modified by emission of plasmons. 

 


